
Klassen 10 – Lösungen Englisch   Woche 23.03. bis 27.03.2020 

Liebe Schüler, 
wie seid Ihr mit den Aufgaben zurechtgekommen? Hat die Übermittlung der Videos über die 
Klassenchats geklappt?  
Herzlichen Dank an Felix, Oskar und Linda, die so freundlich sind und diesbezüglich 
aushelfen.  
Da es keine Fragen gab, nehme ich an, dass alles gut lief. 
Für 10a und 10b: Alle, die ihre HA abgegeben haben, haben eine Bestätigung von mir 
erhalten. Bitte mal im Postfach nachsehen. 
 
Hier nun wieder die Lösungen der aktuellen Woche zum Vergleichen. 
 
1. Review: 
 

wb 45/Z3    
 

wb 42/Z3    
 
2. Reading comprehension 

wb 39/2    



wb 44/Z1    
 

wb 41/Z1    
 
3. Mediation – pass on information from film reviews 
 

wb 45/Z5    
 

wb 43/Z5    
 

wb 40/1    
 



tb 44/1   war schon bei A1 dabei – hier aber trotzdem nochmals die Lösung! 

     
 
4. Film corner 
 

tb 45/1    
 

tb 45/2a      2b   
 
5. Speaking 
 

Partner A Partner B 

I often order clothes or shoes online.  

 I think people order too many things online. 

I think delivery services are great because you can 
shop online whenever you want, even on weekends 
or at night. 

 

 Delivery services are bad for local shops because 
they can’t offer their goods as cheaply as online 
companies. 

The online offer is larger and you can choose from 
lots of products. 

 

 I agree, but you can ask for help and you always get 
good service in local shops. 

Oh yes, I see. But if you don’t like something you 
have bought, you can return it easily. This is very 
comfortable. 

 

 I only order food like pizza online if I don’t like to 
cook. But it is expensive and the people who deliver 
my pizza work hard for very little money.  

Oh, I never order food online because I like to cook 
or I go to a restaurant.  

 

 
6. Good bye, India! 

1 a) In India red is connected with anger and violence. >> wrong; … with energy and fire, 

earth and fertility. 

b) Indian people wear the same colour to funerals as Europeans. >> wrong; Indian people 

wear white. 

c) White is the colour of mourning in India. >> right 

2 a) Holi is celebrated at the beginning of spring. >> right 



b) People get wet and dirty during the celebration. >> right 

c) People stay at home in the evening. >> wrong; … go out and meet friends or family. 
3 a) Indians were already cooking with spices a thousand years ago. >> right 

b) Seeds and roots are used to make spices. >> right 

c) Most of the spices are brown. >> wrong; … are different in colour, bright colours.  
4 a) These days traditional and modern dance styles are being mixed. >> right 

b) Bollywood productions include music and dance. >> right 

c) Indian dance classes can be attended all over the world. >> right 

5 a) Henna tattoos are permanent. >> wrong; … last for about two to three weeks. 

b) A bridegroom’s name can be hidden in a Henna tattoo. >> right 

c) The red dot between the eyes suggests that a woman is looking for a husband.  >> wrong; 

… is a sign of a married woman. 

 
Viele Grüße, A. Völkel 


